TEXTBOOK PUBLICATIONS

TEXTBOOK CONTRIBUTIONS

JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

PATENTS AWARDED
7) US Pat. 7,370,326 - Prerequisite-based scheduler, granted May 6, 2008.

INVITED TALKS, PANEL PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOP PUBLICATIONS

CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS


23) D. Battaglia, K. Sampigethaya, A. Almagambetov, M. Andalibi, T. Groh, K. Martin, M. Pavlina, S. Siewert, A. Boettcher, “Integrating Research into Undergraduate Courses: Experiences from a Multi-Disciplinary Faculty Learning Community”, ASEE Rocky Mountain Section Conference [program], Cedar City, Utah, October 2016.


R&D PUBLICATIONS


48) S. Siewert, “Cloud scaling, part 1: Build your own and scale with HPC on demand”, IBM developerWorks, April 2013.


PHOTO & GRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS
87) GSCO 1/08 B/W Print : Chicago – People crowded on the street in line to get into a night club or bar; photo by Sam Siewert [1987/0924 Scholastic Issue] 1987.